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06/25/2020 801 ORAL ORDER: Having reviewed the parties' various filings relating to pending
motions, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: (i) Plaintiffs' motion for leave to file
amended complaints to add induced infringement of the '096 patent (D.I. 727) is
GRANTED − Plaintiffs have demonstrated good cause and exercised diligence, given
the timing with respect to which certain FDA label−related decisions were made and
provided to Plaintiffs by certain Defendants; the allegations of induced infringement
are not futile and will not cause undue prejudice to Defendants; also, judicial economy
favors granting leave to resolve all disputes in a single trial; (ii) Lupin's and Macleods'
motions to strike portions of Plaintiffs' expert reports served on April 16, 2020 (D.I.
747, 749) are GRANTED − Plaintiffs' parroting of Markush group claim language did
not, in the context of the entirety of Plaintiffs' disclosures throughout this case
(including especially the final infringement contentions), give these Defendants fair
and timely notice that they were accused of infringement due to the presence of
potentially every component of that group, and Plaintiffs have no persuasive
explanation for taking until a month after final contentions were due (and many
months after sample products were provided to and then tested by Plaintiffs) before
adding the challenged contention in an expert report; allowing this new contention
now would unduly prejudice Lupin and Macleods (who could have approached their
infringement and/or invalidity cases differently had Plaintiffs made the new form
allegation during fact discovery); nor do the other Pennypack factors help Plaintiffs
(who can still proceed on their other timely−asserted claims of infringement of the
'630 patent, who appear to have acted in willful disregard of their final infringement
contentions deadline, and who have prejudiced and surprised these Defendants in a
way that cannot easily be cured without disrupting the trial schedule); and (iii)
Defendants' motion to strike the expert report of Dr. Carl Peck (D.I. 767) is DENIED,
as the Court expects it will find his testimony (which the Court is not persuaded will
be cumulative, improper legal opinion, or improper testimony about FDA intent or
state of mind) helpful to it in its role as factfinder. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that
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the teleconference tomorrow will not address the now−resolved motions but will
instead be devoted to beginning a conversation about the timing and logistics of the
remaining expert discovery and trial, all of which have been complicated by the
ongoing effects of the coronavirus pandemic. (See generally D.I. 800) In preparation
for that discussion, the parties are advised of the following: (i) due to the pandemic,
the Court has had to reschedule five jury trials (including a high−priority detained
defendant criminal trial) into the same slot in which the bench trial in this case is
currently scheduled (October 13−23); (ii) the next open calendar slot during which the
Court could give this case five or more largely consecutive, largely uninterrupted trial
days is not until 2021; and (iii) the Court will be considering the possibility of
conducting this trial remotely (where only court personnel − and no attorneys or
witnesses − are in the courtroom) or partially−remotely (where a small number of
lawyers and some of the witnesses are in the courtroom but most participants appear
remotely) and to conducting it "after−hours" and on non−consecutive days, in an effort
to hold the trial in a safe manner sometime during 2020. ORDERED by Judge Leonard
P. Stark on 6/25/20. (ntl) (Entered: 06/25/2020)
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